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1-Writing 
 

"Social media has become a huge part of everyday life." Plan and write a composition of two 
paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Social Media explaining the advantages and 
disadvantages of using social media. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Social media is very important in our life.  It has got many advantages.  
It is a huge part of modern life. It helps us keep in touch with our family and friends. 
Moreover, it helps us share ideas and feelings with others. In addition, we can do 
online shopping. In this sense, we use it to buy and sell things online. Similarly, 
we can start business too. Besides, we can make new friends. Also, it enables us to 
learn new cultures and languages. Furthermore, we use it to get information or 
the latest news. We use it to share talents, posts and videos. 
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1- part of modern life  

2- keep in touch with friends 

3- share ideas and feelings 

4- buy and sell things /do online shopping 

5- make new friends 

6-learn new cultures, languages 

7-get information / get the latest news 

8- share talents, posts, videos 

1- less social in real life 

2- addiction to social media 

3- unrealistic images 

4- wasting time and money 

5-health problems 

6- not safe 

7- viruses, hackers, frauds 

8- it can be misused 

Social Media 

the advantages 
of using social media. 

 

the disadvantages 
of using social media. 

 

.るんΑギエャや りゅΒエャや リョ ゲΒらミ ¬ゴィ ゅヰルや .ゅΑやゴヨャや リョ ギΑギバャや ゅヰΑギャ .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ や ⇔ギィ るヨヰョ ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱ  メゅダゎや ヴヤハ ¬ゅボらャや ヶプ ゅルギハゅジゎ

ゲハゅゼヨャやヱ ケゅムプΕや るミケゅゼョ ヴヤハ ゅルギハゅジゎ ヶヰプ ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .ゅレもゅホギタぺヱ ゅレわヤもゅハ ノョ リΑゲカΙや ノョ リョ ゅレレムヨゎ ヶヰプ マャク ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .

 メゅヨハΕや ¬ギよ ゅレレムヨΑ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ ∩ろルゲわルΗや ゲらハ ゅヰバΒよヱ ¬ゅΒセΕや ¬やゲゼャ ゅヰョギガわジル ヴレバヨャや やグヰよ .ろルゲわルΗや ゲらハ ベヲジわャや ょルゅィ ヴャや .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るΑケゅイわャや

 ヱぺ れゅョヲヤバョ ヴヤハ メヲダエヤャ ゅヰョギガわジル ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .りギΑギィ れゅピャヱ れゅプゅボを ユヤバゎ リョ ゅレレムヨゎ ゅヰルぺ ゅヨミ .りギΑギィ れゅホやギタ リΑヲムゎ ゅレレムヨΑ ∩マャク

.ヲΑギΒヘャや ノヅゅボョヱ れやケヲゼレヨャやヱ ょワやヲヨャや るミケゅゼヨャ ゅヰョギガわジル .ケゅらカΕや ゲカへ              



 

 

 

         Social media is not perfect. It has got some disadvantages too. It makes 
people less social in real life. In addition, some people have addiction to social 
media. Moreover, they ignore people around them. Likewise, it reflects unrealistic 
images of people. Besides, it wastes time and money. Also, it causes health 
problems. Furthermore, it is not safe. There are hackers and viruses. Similarly, it 
can be misused. Finally, I think that social media is very useful but we should use it 
wisely and carefully. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared by:  Mr. Mustafa Al-Jendi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 るプゅッΗゅよ .るΒボΒボエャや りゅΒエャや ヶプ るΒハゅヨわィや モホぺ サゅレャや モバイゎ ヶヰプ .ゅツΑぺ ゆヲΒバャや ヂバよ ゅヰΑギャ .るΒャゅんョ ろジΒャ ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱ

 ゅヰルみプ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .ユヰャヲェ リョ ソゅガセΕや ラヲヤワゅイわΑ サゅレャゅプ .ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱ ヴヤハ ラゅョキま ユヰΑギャ サゅレャや ヂバよ ラみプ ∩マャク ヴャま

ヤャ るΒバホやヱ ゲΒビ や ⇔ケヲタ ザムバゎ ヶヰプ ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .るΒエタ モミゅゼョ ょらジゎ ゅヰルぺ ゅヨミ .メゅヨャやヱ ろホヲャや ノΒツゎ ゅヰルみプ ∩マャク ょルゅィ ヴャや .サゅレ

 や ⇔ギィ りギΒヘョ ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱ ラぺ ギボわハぺ ∩や ⇔ゲΒカぺ .ゅヰョやギガわシや り¬ゅシま リムヨΑ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .れゅシヱゲΒプヱ るレタやゲホ ポゅレワ .るレョへ ろジΒャ

.るΑゅレハヱ るヨムエよ ゅヰョギガわジル ラぺ ょイΑ リムャヱ 
 



 
              

2-Writing 
 

"We all have ideas, feelings and opinions that we want to communicate to others." Plan and 
write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Communications 
explaining communication in the past and communications nowadays. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               
            Communication is very important in our life. It has improved over the years.  

We use communication to share ideas, feelings and opinions with others.  

                

 

 

  

                Communication in the past was different from communication nowadays. In the past, 

people communicated orally. They stored knowledge in their memories. Older people told 

stories to the younger generations. People used to communicate face to face. Some people 

carved and painted pictures on stones. Later, writing was invented. Other people communicated 

by fires, flags, messengers, homing pigeons or telegraph. 

Jendi-stafa AluMr. M:  Prepared by 

 

1- oral culture 

2- stored knowledge in the memories 

3-  told stories to younger generations 

4- face to face  

5- carved and painted pictures 

6-  writing was invented 

7- fires, flags, messengers, pigeons 

1- faster and easier  

2- telephone, radio and TV  

3- computer and internet changed it 

4- communication satellite 

5- watch news, learn facts 

6- talking to families and friends 

 

Communication 

communication in the past communications nowadays communications in the future 

1- will be amazing  

2- use a smart bracelet 

3- make your skin, touch screen 

4- play games, answer phone calls  

5-smart newspaper 

6- activate content by touching it 

7-smart contact lenses 

8-watch movies, messages, eyes closed 

エル .リΒレジャや ゲョ ヴヤハ モタやヲわャや リジエゎ ギボャ .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ ユヰョ モタやヲわャやリ  ¬やケΓやヱ ゲハゅゼヨャやヱ ケゅムプΕや るミケゅゼヨャ モタやヲわャや ュギガわジル

リΑゲカΙや ノョ 



 

 

 

         

                 
 
 
 
 

                Nowadays, communication is faster and easier. We communicate by phones, 

TVs and radios. The computer and the internet changed the way we communicate. 

Communication satellites connected the whole world. We can watch the news from all 

over the world. We can talk to people everywhere.  
 

           

 

     

 

               

  Communication in the future will be amazing. We will be able to communicate by a 

smart bracelet. It will make our skin our new touch screen. We can play games and 

answer our phone calls too. We are going to use a smart newspaper. The reader will 

activate the content by touching it. We will be able to use smart contact lenses too. They 

will reflect pictures into our eyes. We will watch movies and read our messages with 

our eyes closed.      
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           .⇔ ゅΒヰヘセ ラヲヤタやヲわΑ サゅレャや ラゅミ ∩ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ .ゲッゅエャや ろホヲャや ヶプ メゅダゎΙや リハ ゅ⇔ヘヤわガョ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ メゅダゎΙや ラゅミ 

 ギボプ モタやヲわャや ヴヤハ サゅレャや キゅわハや .るよゅゼャや メゅΒィΖャ ゾダボャや ラヱヱゲΑ やヲルゅミ リジャや ケゅらミ .ユヰゎゲミやク ヶプ るプゲバヨャや リΑゴガわよ やヲョゅホ

ハ ゅヰヨシケヱ ケヲダャや ろエレよ サゅレャや ヂバよ ュゅホ .ヮィヲャ ゅヰィヱ ラヱゲカへ ソゅガセぺ .るよゅわムャや ネやゲわカや ユゎ ∩ペェΙ ろホヱ ヶプ .りケゅイエャや ヴヤ

 ュゅヨエャや ヱぺ モシゲャや ヱぺ ュΚハΕや ヱぺ ケゅレャや ペΑゲヅ リハ ラヲヤタやヲわΑ モィやゴャや.フやゲピヤわャや ヱぺ 

 ゲΒビ ギボャ .ヲΑキやゲャやヱ ラヲΑゴヘヤわャや りゴヰィぺヱ ブゎやヲヰャや ゲらハ モタやヲわル リエレプ  .モヰシぺヱ ネゲシぺ メゅダゎΙや ウらタぺ ∩ゲッゅエャや ろホヲャや ヶプ

 ゅレレムヨΑ .ヮヤミ ユャゅバャや ろトよケ れΙゅダゎΙゅよ るタゅガャや るΒハゅレダャや ケゅヨホΕやヱ .ゅヰよ モタやヲわル ヶわャや るボΑゲトャや ろルゲわルΗやヱ ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや

.ラゅムョ モミ ヶプ サゅレャや ヴャま ゐギエわャや ゅレレムヨΑ .ユャゅバャや ¬ゅエルぺ ノΒヨィ リョ ケゅらカΕや りギワゅゼョ 

 ゅレゎゲゼよ モバイわシ .ヶミク ケやヲシ ペΑゲヅ リハ モタやヲわャや ヴヤハ リΑケキゅホ ラヲムレシ .ゅ⇔バもやケ モらボわジヨャや ヶプ モタやヲわャや ラヲムΒシ
 .るΒミク るヘΒエタ ュギガわジレシ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るΒヘゎゅヰャや ゅレゎゅヨャゅムョ ヴヤハ キゲャやヱ ゆゅバャΕや るシケゅヨョ ゅレレムヨΑ .りギΑギイャや ザヨヤャや るセゅセ

 テΒゼレわよ むケゅボャや ュヲボΑや れゅシギバャや ュやギガわシや ヴヤハ リΑケキゅホ ラヲムレシ .ヮジヨヤよ ンヲわエヨャや フヲシ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るΒミグャや るボタΚャ
ザムバゎ ャや れゅシギバャや.るボヤピョ ゅレレΒハほよ ゅレヤもゅシケ ぺゲボルヱ ュΚプΕや ギワゅゼレシ .ゅレレΒハぺ ヶプ ケヲダ 



 

3-Writing 
 

"Stories are the most effective way to communicate and deliver messages from one to another 
" Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Stories 
explaining the important / benefits of stories to us and the sources of stories. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Stories are very important in our life. They help us understand the world. 

They build trust between the speaker and the listener. They are used to pass on 

wisdom and information to the young. Stories usually give us moral values and 

lessons. They engage our emotions and senses. Parents use them to teach their kids 

about life. They can also change our behaviour. They are a good way to reach out 

to people.     

 

 

 

 

      

         

1-  understanding the world  

2-  build trust /pass on wisdom 

3-  give moral values and lessons 

4-  engage emotions  

5-  parents teach kids about life 

6-  changing behavior 

7-  reach out to people 

1 ʹ part of our nature 

2-  family stories 

3-  stories from friends at school 

4-  on the radio, TV, the internet 

5-  social media / books 

6-  stories are everywhere 

7- to communicate with people  

Stories 

The importance / benefits 
 of stories 

sources of stories 

 ユわΑ .ノヨわジヨャやヱ ゐギエわヨャや リΒよ るボんャや ラヲレらΑ ユヰプ .ユャゅバャや ユヰプ ヶプ ゅレルヱギハゅジΑ ユヰルま .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ るヨヰョ ゾダボャや
 ゆグイゎ ゾダボャや .るΒホΚカぺ ゅ⇔シヱケキヱ ゅ ⇔ヨΒホ ゾダボャや ゅレΒトバゎ ゅョ りキゅハ .ゆゅらゼャや ヴャま れゅョヲヤバヨャやヱ るヨムエャや モボレャ ゅヰョやギガわシや

 ユΒヤバわャ ¬ゅよΓや ゅヰョギガわジΑ .ゅレシやヲェヱ ゅレヘヅやヲハ ゾダボャや ラま .ゅレミヲヤシ ゲΒΒピゎ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ユヰレムヨΑ ゾダボャや  .りゅΒエャや リハ ユヰャゅヘヅぺ
.サゅレャや ヴャま メヲタヲヤャ りギΒィ るボΑゲヅ 

v



            

 

 

 

              Stories are a huge part of our nature. We learn stories from our family. 

We also hear stories from our friends at school or at work. We hear stories on the 

radio, TV and the internet. There are amazing stories on the social media too. In 

fact, stories are everywhere around us. Stories are a good way to contact people. 
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 ヶプ ヱぺ るシケギヨャや ヶプ ゅレもゅホギタぺ リョ ゅ ⇔ダダホ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ノヨジル .ゅレわヤもゅハ リョ ゾダボャや ユヤバわル .ゅレわバΒらヅ リョ ゲΒらミ ¬ゴィ ゾダボャや
 ゅ ⇔ダダホ ノヨジル .モヨバャや ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱ ヴヤハ るヤワグョ ゾダホ ポゅレワ .ろルゲわルΗやヱ ラヲΑゴヘヤわャやヱ ヲΑキやゲャや ヶプ

.サゅレャや ノョ モタやヲわヤャ りギΒィ るヤΒシヱ ヶワ ゾダボャや .ゅレャヲェ ラゅムョ モミ ヶプ りキヲィヲョ ゾダボャや ∩ノホやヲャや ヶプ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ 

 



 
     

4-Writing 
 

" Inventions were very important in the past as they are nowadays." Plan and write a 
composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Inventions explaining 
the importance of inventions and some examples of modern inventions. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Inventions are very important in our life. They make our life easier and more 

comfortable. They save our time, effort and money. Some inventions cure illnesses and 

improve our heath. Other inventions connect people worldwide. They also entertain us 

and give us information. They help us enjoy our life. Inventions changed our world to 

the best. They solve many problems we have. 
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1- life is easier and comfortable 

2- save time and effort 

3- cure illnesses, improve health 

4- entertain us  

5- connects people 

6- enjoy life  

7- changed the world / solve problems 

1- electricity / electric light 

2- cars and planes 

3- phones and internet 

4- fridge and air conditioner 

5- Radio and TV 

6- computers and social media 

Inventions   

The importance of inventions   Some examples of modern 
inventions 

 ヂバよ .ゅレャやヲョぺヱ ゅルギヰィヱ ゅレわホヱ ラヱゲプヲΑ ユヰルま .るェやケ ゲんミぺヱ モヰシぺ ゅレゎゅΒェ モバイゎ ゅヰルま .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ るヨヰョ れゅハやゲわカΙや
ゅハやゲわカΙやわカや ポゅレワ .ゅレわエタ リジエゎヱ チやゲョΕや アャゅバゎ れ れゅハやゲンゲカや  ゅツΑぺ ユワ .ユャゅバャや ¬ゅエルぺ ノΒヨィ ヶプ サゅレャや テよゲゎ

 ギボャ .モツプΕや ヴャま ゅレヨャゅハ れゅハやゲわカΙや れゲΒビ .ゅレゎゅΒエよ ネゅわヨわシΙや ヶプ ゅレルヱギハゅジΑ .れゅョヲヤバヨャや ゅレャ ラヲョギボΑヱ ゅレルヲヤジΑ
.ゅレΑギャ ヶわャや モミゅゼヨャや リョ ギΑギバャや やヲヤェ 



 

 

         Inventions are countless. Here are some of the most important modern inventions. 

Electricity is the most important invention ever. It is the mother of most other inventions. 

Electric light helps us work at night. Cars and planes helped us to travel thousands of 

kilometres in comfort. Smart phones and the internet helped us communicate with 

people worldwide. The fridge keeps our foods fresh and stops bacteria. The air 

conditioner reduces humidity. The radio and the TV give us useful information and 

entertain as well. The computer, the internet and the social media made the world a small 

village. 
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や ネやゲわカや ユワぺ ヶワ ¬ゅよゲヰムャや .るんΑギエャや れゅハやゲわカΙや ユワぺ ヂバよ ヶヤΑ ゅヨΒプ .ヴダエゎ Ιヱ ギバゎ Ι れゅハやゲわカΙベΚヅΙや ヴヤハユヌバョ ュぺ ゅヰルま . 

れゅハやゲわカΙや ンゲカΙや れやゲわョヲヤΒムャや フΙへ ゲヘジャや ヴヤハ れやゲもゅトャやヱ れやケゅΒジャや ゅレゎギハゅシ .⇔ΚΒャ モヨバャや ヴヤハ ヶもゅよゲヰムャや ¬ヲツャや ゅルギハゅジΑ .

 るィコゅヅ ゅレわヨバヅぺ ヴヤハ ナプゅエゎ るィΚんャや .ユャゅバャや ¬ゅエルぺ ノΒヨィ ヶプ サゅレャや ノョ モタやヲわャや ヴヤハ ろルゲわルΗやヱ るΒミグャや ブゎやヲヰャや ゅレゎギハゅシ .るェやゲよ
ヲヰャや ブΒムョ .ゅΑゲΒわムらャや ブホヲゎヱ ゲゎヲΒらヨムャや モバィ ギボャ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ゅレΒヤジΑヱ りギΒヘョ れゅョヲヤバョ ラヲΑゴヘヤわャやヱ ヲΑキやゲャや ゅレャ ゲプヲΑ .るよヲヅゲャや モヤボΑ ¬や

.りゲΒピタ るΑゲホ ユャゅバャや ヶハゅヨわィΙや モタやヲわャや モもゅシヱヱ ろルゲわルΗやヱ 



 

5-Writing 
"Technology is a double edged weapon. It has got many advantages, but it has also got some 
disadvantages." Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) 
about Technology explaining the advantages and disadvantages of using technology. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

             Technology is very important in our life.  It has got so many advantages.  
It is a huge part of modern life. First, it makes life easier and more comfortable. 
Moreover, it saves our time and effort. In addition, it helps improve our health 
and cure illnesses. Also, it helps us keep in touch with our family and friends. 
Technology connects people worldwide. Besides, it entertains us and make our life 
much fun.  It helps us to enjoy our life. Similarly, travelling became faster and 
easier. Furthermore, it enables us to learn new cultures and languages. It changed 
the world around us and solved our problems.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Technology 

the advantages 
of using technology 

 

the disadvantages 
of using technology 

 

1- life is easier and comfortable 

2- save time and effort 

3- cure illnesses, improve health 

4- connects people  

5- entertain us /get information 

6- enjoy life /travel faster 

7- changed the world / solve problems 

1-  health problems 

2- less social  

3- people are lazy  

4- waste time if overused 

6- not safe 

7- viruses, hackers 

8- it can be misused 

ヰルま .ゅΑやゴヨャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ゅヰΑギャ .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ やギィ るヨヰョ ゅΒィヲャヲレムわャやゅ  ゅヰルみプ ∩ マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .るェやケ ゲんミぺヱ モヰシぺ りゅΒエャや モバイゎ ヶヰプ  ∩ ⇔Ιヱぺ .るんΑギエャや りゅΒエャや リョ ゲΒらミ ¬ゴィ

レわヤもゅハ ノョ メゅダゎや ヴヤハ ¬ゅボらャや ヴヤハ ゅルギハゅジゎ ゅヰルぺ ゅヨミ .チやゲョΕや ァΚハヱ ゅレわエタ リΒジエゎ ヶプ ギハゅジゎ ヶヰプ ∩ マャク ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .ゅルギヰィヱ ゅレわホヱ ゲプヲゎ ゅΒィヲャヲレムわャや .ゅレもゅホギタぺヱ ゅ

ヶプ サゅレャや テよゲゎ ヘジャや ウらタぺ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .ゅレゎゅΒエよ ネゅわヨわシΙや ヴヤハ ゅルギハゅジゎ ヶヰプ  .るバわョ ゲんミぺ ゅレゎゅΒェ モバイゎヱ ゅレΒヤジゎ ゅヰルみプ ∩ マャク ょルゅィ ヴャま .ユャゅバャや ¬ゅエルぺ ノΒヨィ ネゲシぺ ゲ

.ゅレヤミゅゼョ モェヱ ゅレャヲェ リョ ユャゅバャや れゲΒビ ギボャ .りギΑギィ れゅピャヱ れゅプゅボを ユヤバゎ ゅレレムヨゎ ヶヰプ ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .モヰシぺヱ 
 



 
 

         Technology is not perfect at all. It has got some disadvantages too. First, 
using too much technology causes health problems like obesity. In addition , it 
makes people less social in real life. People feel lonely. Moreover, students neglect 
their lessons at school. also, if it is overused, it wastes time and money. Likewise, 
it is not safe. There are hackers and viruses. Similarly, it can be misused. Finally, 
I think that technology is very useful but we should use it wisely and carefully. 
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 ゅΒィヲャヲレムわャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ュやギガわシや ∩⇔Ιヱぺ .ゅツΑぺ ゆヲΒバャや ヂバよ ゅヰΑギャ .ベΚヅΗや ヴヤハ るΒャゅんョ ろジΒャ ゅΒィヲャヲレムわャや
∩マャク ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .るレヨジャや モんョ るΒエタ モミゅゼョ ょらジΑ ヰプゎ ヶ .るΒバホやヲャや りゅΒエャや ヶプ るΒハゅヨわィや モホぺ サゅレャや モバイ

ゎヱるシケギヨャや ヶプ ユヰシヱケキ ゆΚトャや モヨヰΑ ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .りギェヲャゅよ サゅレャや ゲバゼ .∩マャグミヱ  ヶプ ヅやゲプΗや ユゎ やクま
ヰョやギガわシやゅヰルみプ ∩ツゎ ゅ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .れゅシヱゲΒプヱ るレタやゲホ ポゅレワ .るレョへ ろジΒャ ヶヰプ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .メゅヨャやヱ ろホヲャや ノΒ

.るΑゅレハヱ るヨムエよ ゅヰョギガわジル ラぺ ょイΑ リムャヱ や⇔ギィ りギΒヘョ ゅΒィヲャヲレムわャや ラぺ ギボわハぺ ∩や ⇔ゲΒカぺ .ゅヰョやギガわシや り¬ゅシま リムヨΑ 

 



 

6-Writing 
 

"Creativity is using your imagination to create something original" Plan and write a 
composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about Creativity explaining 
the importance of creativity and the ways of being creative. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Creativity is very important in our life. It helps us invent new things. It enables us solve 
our problems. It makes our life easier and more comfortable. It saves our time and effort. It 
improves our thinking. It helps us enjoy our life. 

                  

 

 

                There are many ways to be a creative person. The first way is the evolution of ideas 
as in car development. It doesn’t require inventing something new. Instead, you can develop 
things that already exist. The second way is by putting ideas together as in the internet. The 
third way is by changing how we do things as in surgeries. The fourth way is by finding new 
use for existing things as in the many uses of plastic. The fifth way is by changing your 
approach. If you change your way of thinking, you can find new solutions. 
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1-  invent new things 

  2-  solve problems 

3-  make life is easy  

4-  save time and effort 

5-  improve thinking 

6-  help us enjoy life 

 

1- evolution of ideas 

2- putting ideas together 

3- changing how we do things 

4- finding new use for things 

5- changing approach 

 

Creativity 

The importance of creativity The ways of being creative 

 ⇔ギィ ユヰョ ネやギよΗや .ゅレゎゅΒェ ヶプ や ヲヰプ モバイΑヱ .ゅレヤミゅゼョ モェ リョ ゅレレムヨΑヱ  .りギΑギィ ¬ゅΒセぺ ネやゲわカや ヴヤハ ゅルギハゅジΑ
.ゅレゎゅΒエよ ネゅわヨわシΙや ヴヤハ ゅルギハゅジΑヱ .ゅルゲΒムヘゎ リジエΑ .ゅルギヰィヱ ゅレわホヱ ゲプヲΑ ヮルま .るェやケ ゲんミぺヱ モヰシぺ ゅレゎゅΒェ 
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ゲョΕや ょヤトわΑ Ι .りケゅΒジャや ゲΑヲトゎ ヶプ ゅヨミ ケゅムプΕや ケヲトゎ ヶワ ヴャヱΕや るボΑゲトャや .ゅ⇔ハギらョ ゅ ⇔ダガセ ラヲムわャ りギΑギハ ベゲヅ ポゅレワ 
 .ギΑギィ ¬ヶセ ネやゲわカやΑ ∩マャク リョ ΙギΑケゅムプΕや ノΒヨイゎ ヶワ るΒルゅんャや るボΑゲトャや .モバヘャゅよ りキヲィヲョ ¬ゅΒセぺ ゲΑヲトゎ マレムヨ  ゅ⇔バョ

 るバよやゲャや るボΑゲトャや .るΒェやゲイャや れゅΒヤヨバャや ヶプ ゅヨミ ゅレヤヨハ るボΑゲヅ ゲΒΒピゎ ヶワ るんャゅんャや るボΑゲトャや .ろルゲわルΗや ヶプ メゅエャや ヲワ ゅヨミ
れゅョやギガわシΙや ヶプ メゅエャや ヲワ ゅヨミ りキヲィヲヨャや ¬ゅΒセΖャ ギΑギィ ュやギガわシや キゅイΑま ヶワ  りゲΒんムャや るジョゅガャや るボΑゲトャや .マΒわシΚらヤャ

マレムヨΑ ∩ポゲΒムヘゎ るボΑゲヅ れゲΒビ やクま .マイヰル ゲΒΒピゎ ヶワ .りギΑギィ メヲヤェ キゅイΑま 



 

7-Writing 
 

"The environment is the world we live in and which we should keep clean and safe. " 
Plan and write a composition of two paragraphs (not less than 10 sentences) about the 
environment explaining  the environmental problems  and the ways to help save the 
environment. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

                     The environment is the world we live in. It suffers from many serious 

problems. Pollution is the biggest threat to the environment. There is too much pollution 

in the air, the water and the soil as well. Moreover, pollution leads to global warming and 

floods. Forest fires is a serious environmental problem too. Besides, some people cut down 

trees. So, animals and birds lose their homes. Similarly, there are big amounts of wastes 

and rubbish everywhere. In addition, some people hunt rare animals and birds. Another 

big problem is overpopulation worldwide.  

                   

 

 

 

 

 

1-  pollution / air, water, soil 

2- global warming  

3- forest fires /cutting down trees 

4- too much wastes 

5- overhunt rare animals  

6- overpopulation 

1- recycle old things 

2- use solar energy 

3- electric cars  

4- planting more trees  

5- saving water / short showers 

6- turn off devices 

The environment  

Environmental problems Ways to save the environment 

バゎヱ ∩ヮΒプ ズΒバル ヵグャや ユャゅバャや ヶワ るゃΒらャや.りゲΒトガャや モミゅゼヨャや リョ ギΑギバャや リョ ヶルゅ   ヲヤわャやゐ  ヶプ ゐヲヤわャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ポゅレワ .るゃΒらヤャ ギΑギヰゎ ゲらミぺ ヲワ

 .れゅルゅツΒヘャやヱ ヵケやゲエャや サゅらわェΙや ヴャま ゐヲヤわャや ヵキぽΑ ∩マャク ヴヤハ りヱΚハ .ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るよゲわャやヱ ¬ゅヨャやヱ ¬やヲヰャや  りゲΒトカ るΒゃΒよ るヤムゼョ れゅよゅピャや ペもやゲェ
 ノトボよ サゅレャや ヂバよ ュゅホ ∩マャク ょルゅィ ヴャま .ゅツΑぺ れゅΑゅヘレャや リョ りゲΒらミ れゅΒヨミ ギィヲゎ ∩モんヨャゅよヱ .ユヰャコゅレョ ケヲΒトャやヱ れゅルやヲΒエャや ギボヘゎ ∩マャグャ .ケゅイセΕや

 ヶプ るΒルゅムジャや りキゅΑゴャや ヶワ ンゲカぺ りゲΒらミ るヤムゼョ .りケキゅレャや ケヲΒトャやヱ れゅルやヲΒエャや サゅレャや ヂバよ キゅトダΑ ∩マャク ヴャま るプゅッΗゅよ .ラゅムョ モミ ヶプ るョゅヨボャやヱ
.ユャゅバャや ¬ゅエルぺ ノΒヨィ 



 

 

 

       There are many ways to save the environment. First of all, we should recycle old 

things. People should use renewable energy e.g. solar energy. We should use electric cars. 

It’s useful to plant more trees. We shouldn’t cut down trees. It’s necessary to save water. 

We should turn off the taps and take short showers. It’s very important to stop pollution. 

We should save energy too. 
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.るゃΒらャや ヴヤハ ドゅヘエヤャ りギΑギハ ベゲヅ ポゅレワ  ∩Ιヱや ュやギガわシや サゅレャや ヴヤハ ょイΑ .るヨΑギボャや ¬ゅΒセΕや ゲΑヱギゎ りキゅハま ゅレΒヤハ ょイΑ
 メゅんヨャや モΒらシ ヴヤハ りキギイわヨャや るホゅトャやャや ネケゴル ラぺ ギΒヘヨャや リョ .るΒもゅよゲヰムャや れやケゅΒジャや ュギガわジル ラぺ ょイΑ .るΒジヨゼャや るホゅト

ゲΒよゅレダャや ベΚビや ゅレΒヤハ ょイΑ .ロゅΒヨャや ゲΒプヲゎ ヵケヱゲツャや リョ .ケゅイセΕや ノトボル ラぺ ヶピらレΑ Ι .ケゅイセΕや リョ ギΑゴヨャやヱ 
.ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ るホゅトャや ゲΒプヲゎ ゅレΒヤハ ょイΑヱ .ゐヲヤわャや フゅボΑま や ⇔ギィ ユヰヨャや リョ .りゲΒダホ りゲわヘャ ュゅヨエわシΙや 


